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5. when you're on your period, don't wear white shoes. having white shoes on you makes it a lot easier for people to tell what you are about to do. 6. when
you go to a restaurant, use a fandango to find the most least popular movies in theaters that day. well, that's what the title of this article says. instead, after
weeks of work, we finally figured out how to make money out of sites that are no longer working (i know you have all been waiting anxiously for this article,

because no one ever takes the time to read any of our articles!). we also developed an algorithm that can tell which games are "good" and which ones aren't.
the entire process took a total of three hours. if you grew up playing warcraft, you probably know about the server wipe, in which blizzard server admins
make everyone's files and progress go poof and come back again. i know because i have spent six-ish years waiting for my wow characters to be redone.

their fate was a mystery to me until one day i saw cracked.com top 10 lists and learned the truth. oh wait, no, there weren't 10 lists, just one made out of all
the ones that ranked badly enough to be decent. did you know you could shake hands with a lion? no? well, you should be sorry. now we can, and then we

can kill you and put you on our cracked sandwich. actually, that's probably not the best way to go about it. the way we see it, a better question is: should you
shake hands with a lion? i don't know. we'd just like you to live. but that's a topic for another article. another thing you should probably know: we're totally

harmless.
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cracked.com's claim: the internet can be a pretty harsh place. if you're not successful in real life,
chances are you won't be successful online. this is why we chose to name this list of the top 100
worst people in the internet the most hated 100 list. we don't like these people, and we hope you

don't either. look them up and leave them alone. nothing positive will come of their presence online.
a few years ago, jonah ray, who plays joey, told a fan on twitter that he was the only cast member
who had the full, uncensored set of their original costumes, and that he'd be willing to sell them to

the highest bidder. when the fan asked if he'd be willing to take them back when the show was
revived, jonah responded, "hell to the naw." how it happened, we'll never know. but the same zap2it
staffer who told us about the japanese house in the good wife was also the first to tell us that actors
from full house are doing a reality show about their lives, and we've been keeping an eye out ever

since. it was only a matter of time before we finally laid eyes on the cast of full house, and there they
are: in the earliest days of the internet, the internet was nothing but niche communities of people
who would come together to share a love of obscure things, like old full house drawings and video

game mods. one day, a curious thing happened: a guy at home one day stumbled across a video of a
weird, small-screen version of full house that was being made by a group of young people in japan.
over the course of the next few years, this tiny cult was slowly built up into a thing that would one
day be called full house, a show that was being made for people around the world to share in. and

it's pretty awesome. 5ec8ef588b
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